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A B S T R A C T

Astroparticle and High Energy Astrophysics space missions measuring extensive air showers produced by
cosmic rays and neutrinos in atmosphere require detection of very faint and intense ultraviolet and visible
light. Characteristics of the new generation of SiPM (Silicon PhotoMultiplier) are potentially right for this
purpose. The capability to operate SiPM contemporarily in photon counting and in charge integration is strictly
dependent indeed by the design of the front-end electronics (FEE). In this context, the challenge is to find the
right balance and a feasible solution for managing SiPM with a FEE to be able to work, contemporarily and
efficiently, in photon counting and charge integration. In this manuscript we present a new ASIC, named
RADIOROC, that is an improvement of the CITIROC and that is at the end of its design phase: this chip will be
able to work contemporarily in both the named modes. The RADIOROC characteristics and the first simulations
carried out on the chip design will be presented.
. Introduction

In the last years there were many experiments devoted to the study
f energetic messengers from the Universe, first of all the Cosmic Rays
nd the Gamma Rays.

For the Cosmic Rays, especially the ones which have an energy
reater than 1019 eV, the flux of events is very low (∼1 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒∕
00 km2∕𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 for Cosmic Rays with an energy greater than 1020 eV)
nd so the only way to have a reasonable statistic is to have a very
arge collecting area; for this reason, the next step after the biggest ex-
sting Cosmic Rays’ observatory (Auger Observatory with its 3000 km2)
s to look downward at the dark earth atmosphere from an obser-
atory placed in orbit. The two big projects that will be devoted
o this goal will be: EUSO (Extreme Universe Space Observatory)
nd POEMMA (Probe of Extreme Multi-Messenger Astrophysics). These
rojects will not search only energetic cosmic rays, but other rare
vents like neutrinos.

For energies up to a few hundred TeV it is possible to use ground-
ased telescopes such as Cherenkov telescopes, which are dedicated
o the detection of gamma rays. The next years will be leaded by the

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: giovanni.contino@inaf.it (G. Contino).

CTA (Cherenkov Telescope Array) observatory, that will be made by
different types of telescopes to search the gamma universe from 20 GeV
to 300 TeV.

This manuscript is intended to present the design of a new ASIC
(and the electronics related to it) that will be able to manage all of these
instrument detectors. In the following sections we will briefly talk about
the physics of cosmic rays, neutrinos and gamma rays and a reminder
about the Cherenkov and fluorescence phenomena. Then we will talk
about the electronics needed to detect these ones; the design of the new
ASIC starts from the modification of an existing front-end, so we will
introduce the CITIROC and its use in the ASTRI-Horn telescope. Then
we move on to the description of the changes to be made to the chip to
obtain the RADIOROC and we will conclude with the first tests made
on the ASIC design.

2. Physics

The experiments mentioned in ¶ 1 will be devoted to the search of
Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECRs), neutrinos and gamma rays.
Some of them are indicated in Fig. 1 and here we summarize them.
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Fig. 1. Artistic representation of some particles that can produce fluorescence and
Cherenkov light when they interact with the Earth atmosphere.

The cosmic rays are high-energy radiation which originate from the
outer space and move at nearly the speed of light. Some of them reach
the Earth and, upon impact with the atmosphere, they can produce
cascades of secondary particles that sometimes reach the surface: these
cascades are called Extensive Air Showers (EASs). One of the key
feature of the cosmic rays is the energy spectrum which covers 14
orders of magnitude in energy and 32 orders of magnitude in flux:
this leads to a low statistics at higher energies, so the highest ones are
the less known. The mentioned space based experiments will especially
look for UHECRs, which have an energy in the region of EeV and more
(1 EeV = 1018 eV). EASs produce Cherenkov and fluorescence light.

The neutrinos are fermions (elementary particles) that interact only
through the weak subatomic force and gravity. Weak interactions
create neutrinos in one of three leptonic flavors: electron neutrinos,
muon neutrinos or tau neutrinos, in association with the corresponding
charged lepton. We are very interested in the search for tau neutrinos,
coming from the space, because a detection could shed new light on the
open questions of this research field, but the high energy neutrinos have
a very low interaction cross section and for this reason it is very difficult
to detect them. The space based telescopes cited before could observe
astrophysical and cosmogenic neutrinos combining Cherenkov and
Fluorescence measurements, detecting deeply penetrating horizontal
showers initiated by all flavors of 𝐸𝑒𝑉 neutrinos in the atmosphere
nd the signal produced by tau neutrinos from 107 GeV (where

astrophysical neutrinos are expected) to 1010 GeV (where cosmogenic
neutrinos can be discovered).

The gamma radiation is a penetrating electromagnetic radiation
emitted by atomic nuclei. For energies above a few hundred 𝐺𝑒𝑉 s,
a direct measurement of the primary gamma rays from space with
stratospheric balloons and satellites is impossible (see e.g. Catalano
2018 [1]): the flux of these particles is greatly reduced as the energy
increases, so the space limitation of the detection surface, necessary to
intercept them, makes the observation inefficient. We then rely on an
indirect measurement, the detection of secondary particles produced by
the interaction of gamma rays with the Earth’s atmosphere.

The secondary charged particles give rise to the well-known phe-
nomenon of Cherenkov light production that occurs when a charged
particle (like an electron) passes through a dielectric medium, the air in
our case, at a speed higher than the speed of light in that medium. The
charged particles polarize the air molecules, which then quickly return
to their fundamental state, emitting photons in the direction of travel
of the charged particles and producing a feeble (a few ten photons per
meter) and very short (a few ns) light emission in the ultraviolet and
visible wavelengths. This light can only be detected during the night
by means of telescopes with large optical collecting surfaces and with
fast and very sensitive multi-pixel cameras.

Fluorescence light refers to the process in which the atoms absorb
photons of a wavelength and emit photons at a longer wavelength.
The ionizing component of EASs can induce such fluorescent radiation
from the excitation of molecules of nitrogen in the air. A part of this
excitation energy is then emitted in the form of visible and ultraviolet
2

Fig. 2. General block scheme of the CITIROC ASIC. Colored paths identify the Low
Gain, High Gain and Trigger chains.

radiation. The photons produced in the air due to the fluorescence phe-
nomenon are less than the Cherenkov radiation ones and the efficiency
is low, but they have the advantage of being emitted isotropically
(while the Cherenkov light is emitted in a beamed cone by secondary
charged particles) and have an absorption coefficient relatively low in
the atmosphere; furthermore it has a track progression that lasts tens
of microseconds, a long time if compared with the Cherenkov one.

3. Electronics

The characteristics of the new generation of SiPMs are perfect for
the missions and researches discussed in the previous sections. Their
high intrinsic gain, low power consumption, low weight and robust-
ness against accidental exposure to light are particularly important
for spaceborn multipixels imaging cameras. Their high-performance
detection makes them promising for photon counting, where extreme
photodetector sensitivity is needed, as well as for charge integration,
where the total amount of charge in the signal is required. However,
the capability to operate SiPM contemporarily in photon counting and
in charge integration (to detect both fluorescence and Cherenkov light)
is dependent by the design of the FEE and so it is important to find the
right balance and a feasible solution for managing SiPM with a FEE
to be able to work, contemporarily and efficiently, in photon counting
and charge integration. In this manuscript we present a new ASIC
(Application-Specific Integrated Circuit), named RADIOROC (RADIO-
graphy Read Out Chip), that can do it contemporarily. It is at the end
of its design phase and it is an improvement of an existing ASIC, named
CITIROC (Cherenkov Imaging Telescope Integrated Read Out Chip); to
better understand the new ASIC, we must talk about the characteristics
of the older one.

In the context of the CTA project, INAF (Istituto Nazionale di
AstroFisica) contributed from the beginning with the ASTRI-Horn pro-
totype telescope, which will now be the starting point for the ASTRI
mini-array [2]. The ASTRI core is the camera [3], designed to capture
and record fast pulses of Cherenkov light; it has a SiPM reading
electronics [4] that is quite different from the one used in all other
Cherenkov telescopes: in order to have the required performance,
the French company Weeroc, which recognizes INAF for intellectual
property, designed and marketed the CITIROC (Fleury et al. 2013 [5]),
whose block scheme is shown in Fig. 2 and whose characteristics are
listed in Fig. 3 and detailed in the datasheet [6]. Here we will only talk
about the main ones.

CITIROC 1A (an improved version of the first one) is a 32-channel
front-end ASIC designed to readout SiPM; it allows triggering down
to 1/3 pe (photo electron) and provides the charge measurement with
a good noise rejection. It outputs the 32-channel triggers with a high

accuracy (better than 100 ps). An adjustment of the SiPM high-voltage
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Fig. 3. CITIROC ASIC main characteristics.

s possible using a channel-by-channel 8-bit DAC (Digital-to-Analog
onverter) connected to the ASIC inputs. This allows a fine SiPM gain
djustment at the system level to correct for the gain non-uniformity
f SiPM pixels. Timing measurement better than 100 ps RMS jitter is
ossible along with 1% linearity energy measurement up to 2500 pe.
he power consumption is about 7 mW/channel with all features ON.

Going into detail, as explained in Catalano et al. 2018 [7] and
hown in Fig. 2, each CITIROC is characterized by separate chains for
igh gain (HG), low gain (LG) and trigger outputs. The pulse generated
y the SiPM is processed by the AC-coupled CITIROC electronic chan-
el: it is amplified by means of two programmable preamplifiers and
hen shaped (shaping time = 25 ns) with two shaper circuits (LG and
G respectively). A bipolar fast shaper (FSH in Fig. 2) connected to

he high gain preamplifier produces a fast signal (∼15 ns shaping time)
hat is connected to a discriminator with a 10 bits-DAC programmable
hreshold. The output of the discriminator gives a digital signal (trigger)
f the input signal exceeds the threshold level. The peak detector or
ingle channel analyzer (track&hold mode) are selectable via slow-
ontrol configuration bits. The base-line operational mode is peak
etector. Peak detector captures the most positive point of the input
ignal so that the maximum of the shapers signals represents the pulse
eight conversion of the SiPM output signal. The ASTRI-Horn telescope
s equipped with 64 pixels SiPMs, so the FEE needs two chips; the
igital triggers (64 trigger channels) are available on the 32 + 32
utput pads of the two ASICs constituting the unit module based on
4 pixels. The analog outputs of the peak detectors are stored into 64
nalog memories and read, at the occurrence of a trigger condition, by
ultiplexing the three-state output registers (LG and HG respectively)

nd then converted to digital counts by external ADC devices. An
PGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) manage all the input/output
perations from/to CITIROCs and SiPMs.

. RADIOROC requirements

Although the great results obtained by CITIROC (in the ASTRI-
orn system), it is not suitable for the detection of fluorescence light,
here single photon counting with a double pulse resolution of few
s is needed. To do this, we need the new ASIC: as already said, the
ADIOROC is an improvement of the CITIROC, with the possibility to
ave up to 100 MHz single photon counting, 64 channels and other
eatures required to the Weeroc company, that now has just reached
he final stage of the design phase.

To detect both fluorescence and Cherenkov light, single-photon

ounting as well as charge integration should coexist within the same

3

Fig. 4. General block scheme of the CITIROC with the changes to be made for
RADIOROC highlighted by red ovals.

ASIC and these modes must be selectable by the user by means of
a set of programmable functions, implemented through a string of
configuration bits, which instruct the front-end on the desired operating
mode. In single-photon-counting mode, a double pulse resolution of
a few ns (≈10 ns) is necessary to avoid pulses pile-up. For the input
stage, a programmable pole-zero cancellation technique is required
to cope with long tail SiPM signals; the CITIROC has a fast-shaper
that works like a normal shaper, where each pulse has a positive
and negative part. To avoid the long tail (under the baseline) that
can cause pile-up problems it is preferred a pole cancellation circuit
that assure a stable single photon counting. Analog chains based on
fast pulse sampling or pulse height measurement technique using peak
detector should be implemented including pulse-shaping time and pre-
amplifier gain programmability in order to cover the desired energy
dynamic range (energy measurement from 1 pe up to several thousand
pe within 1% linearity should be acceptable). Digital triggers should
be managed and selectable. Fast discriminators with user adjustable
threshold by means of DAC provide the digital trigger signals that
are routed to a majority/topological trigger logic in the FPGA. Timing
measurement should also be better than 100 ps RMS jitter. Masking
of the digital triggers is also required to switch off potential noisy
pixels. An adjustment of the SiPM high-voltage should be allowed using
channel-by-channel DAC connected to the ASIC inputs. This allows for
a fine SiPM gain adjustment at the system level to correct for the gain
non-uniformity of SiPMs.

For all the things explained in this section and in the previous one,
we could say that the CITIROC 1A was a good starting point in order
to create the new RADIOROC, applying some important modifications:

• the preamplifiers shall be redesigned to let them work with a
bigger bandwidth;

• a preamplifier shall be added in the trigger chain;
• and a pole zero cancellation circuit shall replace the trigger fast

shaper to have a trigger pulse at ∼3 ns (unlike the previous
configuration with ∼18 ns).

. RADIOROC simulation results

Meeting the requirements, the Weeroc company implemented all
he changes in the RADIOROC; a block scheme of the CITIROC, with
ll the modifications aforesaid, is shown in Fig. 4, remembering that
he RADIOROC will manage 64 channels instead of 32.

In addition to the block scheme, here we present some simula-
ions carried out on the ASIC design, using the ‘‘Spectre’’ simulator of
adence [8].
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Fig. 5. Trigger preamplifier Bode diagram for 3 corner simulations.

Fig. 6. Input signal by triggering a photoelectron every 10 ns (100 MHz signal).

The Bode diagram of the trigger chain preamplifier looks like a
andpass filter with the high-cut frequency being the actual bandwidth
f the amplifier. The transfer function of 3 different simulations is
hown in Fig. 5. The low-cut frequency is crucial to the recovery
ime of the preamplifier to handle high pe rates for photon counting
pplication.

To validate the design of the RADIOROC, simulations have been
arried out with different input signals. A simulated SiPM signal is
hown in Fig. 6 and is related to one pixel of 6 𝑥 6 mm2.

One of the most important parameter is the response of the pream-
plifier to a signal; the output when the input signal is set at 100 MHz
is shown in Fig. 7. We chose 100 MHz because it corresponds to 10 ns,
that is the average time we need for our purposes, as explained in ¶ 4.

The discriminator output, for the same 100 MHz input signal, is
shown in Fig. 8.

6. Conclusions

In case of space missions, as well as for ground experiments, mea-
surement of fluorescence, Cherenkov light or atmospheric phenomena
require detection, with different time scale, of very faint and very
intense light. Therefore, single photon counting and charge integration
must coexist in the same front-end to obtain optimum performance;
the CITIROC 1A chip lent itself to the changes suggested in short
time. We believe that RADIOROC will be very important for any space
mission and particularly for the proposed UHECR space missions as
EUSO, POEMMA and similar ones. The progress in SiPM manufacturing,
front-end ASIC and system integration associated with System on Chip
design made it possible for this outcome to be achieved; an example of
this kind of integration has been used successfully in the ASTRI-Horn
Cherenkov telescope.

Summarizing, the main specifications of the RADIOROC are:

• SiPM high-voltage adjustment (with DACs connected to the ASIC
inputs);
4

Fig. 7. Preamplifier output with a 100 MHz input signal.

Fig. 8. 10 ns discriminator output.

• double pulse resolution of a few ns (<10 ns) (to reduce pulses
pile-up);

• programmable pole-zero cancellation trigger shaper (to cope with
long tail SiPM signals);

• analog pulse height measurement using fast peak detector;
• wide energy dynamic range (energy measurement from 1 pe up

to several thousand pe);
• 64 digital triggers;
• timing measurement better than 100 ps RMS;
• masking of the digital triggers (switch off potential noisy pixels);
• each parameter of the chip individually modifiable through slow

control.

As can be seen from the simulations carried out on the ASIC design,
shown in Figs. 5–8, the targets were achieved with regard to the
resulting double-pulse resolution of 10 ns (100 MHz).

At the end we must remember that the new ASIC is still at the end
of its design phase, so we are waiting to have it in our hands to do
intensive laboratory tests to better understand its real potential.
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